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In Future Luxe: What’s Ahead for the Business of Luxury, Erwan Rambourg identifies the major

forces and emerging trends that are set to reshape luxury over the next decade. The expansion

of Chinese consumption and the boost in women’s spending power around the world will fuel

continued growth in the industry—but even more importantly, fundamental changes are on the

horizon. The younger generation is entering the luxury market, bringing new values and

demands that will redefine the very meaning of luxury. The sector should expand in the realms

of travel, health, leisure, even cannabis. For brands to resonate with these younger consumers

they will have to develop substance beyond a high-quality product or a desirable logo.

Greenwashing won’t cut it—brands will need to take seriously issues like diversity,

sustainability, and ethical production.To ensure his portrait of the industry has the depth and

nuance of real-world experience, Rambourg interviews several CEOs from the largest groups

and brands, including Kering, Cartier, Puma, and Moncler, in addition to drawing on his own

observations from over two decades in luxury. Future Luxe is engaging, wise, and deeply

informed, a vital read for those new to the industry as well as veterans planning for continued

success.



— Praise for Future Luxe —“Erwan Rambourg points amazingly well to the new ideals that

luxury will embody: inclusivity; a level of care for people and the planet that is both aspirational

and essential; and a commitment to quality through sustainability and circularity.”Guillaume Le

Cunff, CEO, Nestlé Nespresso S.A.“Erwan Rambourg’s long awaited new book comes at a

time when the worlds of retail and luxury are going through unprecedented changes. His

insights about the effects of COVID-19, his predictions about the luxury sector in China, and

his knowledge of the retail and luxury industries are second to none. A must read!”Ashley

Galina Dudarenok, China marketing expert, LinkedIn Top Voice, three-time bestselling author,

founder of ChoZan and Alarice“An inspiring read. Rambourg captures the essence of trends

we’re seeing across the fascinating world of luxury, and provides practical, strategic advice

alongside important insights into the future.”Sandrine Crener, Program Director, Harvard

Business School“Tapping into his deep knowledge, extensive experience and vast network of

industry leaders, Rambourg provides an insightful roadmap to navigating the global world of

retail and luxury beyond the immediate aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic, into the end of

our decade. His analysis of the fundamental shifts in this field is a must-read for anyone who

wants to succeed in this sector.”Ketty Pucci-Sisti Maisonrouge, Adjunct Professor, Columbia

Business School; President, Luxury Education Foundation; luxury entrepreneur“As an

independent company, we always look for ways to benchmark our strategies and results, to

check our convictions against others, and simply to broaden our horizons. The insight provided

by Erwan’s analyses is invaluable!”Jean Cassegrain, CEO, Longchamp

To my children, Manon, Benjamin, and Baptiste.May their future be big and bright.When I was

a boy of fourteen, my father was so ignorant, I could hardly stand to have the old man

around.But when I got to twenty-one, I was astonished at how much the old man had learned

in seven years.Attributed to Mark Twain
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ForewordChina has been widely acknowledged to be one of the lead- ing drivers of the

sustained growth in the luxury sector. Six years ago, in his previous book, The Bling Dynasty,

Erwan Rambourg had the foresight to announce that this was more than just a trend but was a

structural and therefore lasting phenomenon. Even today, and in spite of the COVID-19 crisis,

the Chinese market represents a substantial long-term reservoir of growth. If we look back,

while this has not altered the ties between the major houses and their home countries, it has

led to a shift in the center of gravity for our sector.Taking his argument further, the author rightly

underlines that this move towards Asia is not the only structural force to be changing the key

balances within the luxury industry.To varying degrees, the sector as a whole has benefited

considerably from changes in consumer behavior among the new generations, irrespective of



geography. Initially viewed as something ephemeral, the appetite of Millennials around the

world for luxury products has proved more sustainable than expected by some industry

observers. This is evidence, if it were needed, that this inclination is the result of a fundamental

shift in society, driven by changes in the way of life of young adults, the growth in their

discretionary spending, and the new social identities embraced by consumers. These trends

will continue beyond the economic slowdown triggered by COVID-19.Among the factors

contributing to this new generation of clientele for luxury brands is the rise of social networks,

within the broader context of the digital revolution. The author’s comments on the “selfie

generation” reflect what is for me a deeply held belief: that modern luxury, enriched by genuine,

interactive creativity, will continue to enable individuals to assert themselves and to express

their unique personalities. Successful houses are able to provide a response to this

fundamental need.Acquiring a luxury product will always be about far more than mere

consumption; it’s also about choosing a style, an aesthetic, an attitude. It means becoming part

of a tradition that is being reinterpreted and renewed by a creative vision. It means sharing the

values that are associated with a particular brand. This is why luxury brands need to live up to

the expectations, along with the sense of attachment, that they create. More than ever, modern

luxury is a luxury that accepts its responsibilities to the environment and its community, that

does not hesitate to take part in debates within society, and that promotes diversity and

inclusion. All these characteristics reflect the expectations of the new generation of customers,

and together, they represent the major challenge facing our sector but also an opportunity to

claim its sense of purpose.François-Henri PinaultChairman and CEO of KeringParis, May 2020

PrefaceThe Life of Luxury after COVID-19I wrote the bulk of this book in 2019, before the novel

coronavirus (COVID-19) emerged to engulf the world in a pandemic. As you can imagine, I

made many revisions through July 2020 as cities around the world shut down and air travel

ground to a halt.Why think about the next decade in luxury when half of the world is living in

confinement and fear? Who can imagine consumers will even think about buying high-end,

seemingly useless products when they are busy panic-buying staples like pasta, toilet paper,

and milk? Who would even think about a Rolex watch or a Chanel handbag as equity markets

collapse, unemployment soars, and fatalities escalate? In the U.S., following the shocking

death of George Floyd from police brutality and the mass protests that ensued, in a country

facing its own pandemic of blatant race inequality, who in their right minds wouldn’t feel guilty

about purchasing high ticket items?These are all fair questions of course. As we have learned

to become familiar with new expressions such as “super-spreader” or “flattening the curve” and

new concepts and habits such as WFH (working from home) and using Zoom or WhatsApp for

videoed happy hour with friends, so will the luxury sector learn to evolve and adapt. Luxury

brands will have to learn a new vocabulary, observe new rules, and remain open-minded as to

what the circumstances might bring about. As Henry Kissinger once said, a diamond is just a

chunk of coal that did well under pressure. If luxury brands do away with complacency,

COVID-19 may well prove, in hindsight, to have been a catalyst for positive change, made

possible by creativity, optimism, and resolve.I have ventured throughout the book to imagine

what the virus aftermath may be in luxury. In essence, I believe that the outbreak and its

impacts on consumer behavior will accelerate existing trends.Some consequences of the

pandemic are quite straightforward. Chinese consumers are, and will remain, the key

constituent for the luxury sector. The rapid stabilization of COVID-19 cases in China in March

2020, only two months after the onset, implies that Chinese nationals have been the first to

come back to premium consumption. The virus episode has proved to be short lived for them,



and confidence has rebounded quickly. The trend to consolidation in the luxury industry and

the advantages that scale confers will be amplified. The smaller independent brands will suffer

more from demand coming to a halt in the spring of 2020. And mergers and acquisitions in the

luxury sector should be well supported as the bigger groups continue to aggregate market

share.Some other implications of the virus will come across as counterintuitive. For example,

as quarantine conditions reduce the barriers to online shopping, it may seem reasonable to

expect luxury consumers will make the bulk of their purchases online. I argue that luxury will be

an exception to that rule because its attributes are incompatible with the principle of social

distancing. Luxury will be sold predominantly in stores, not online, even in a post-COVID-19

world.The most important long-term implication of the virus is on consumer conscience and

values. The world likely faces way worse threats than COVID-19—even though it may not have

felt this way in 2020—with climate change being the most obvious one. I do not subscribe to

the idea that luxury will be a victim of a sort of “quarantine of consumption.” COVID-19 has a

silver lining of sorts, one that will build on a movement that has already gained strength in

recent years: consumers, mostly driven by youth and women, will be more thoughtful about

their choices and increasingly buy less but buy better. Luxury clients are likely to ask more

questions. Environmental, social, and governance concerns will be under heavier scrutiny,

supply chain substitutes will emerge, a circular economy of luxury could develop, and brands

will thrive to become more trustworthy.See, it’s not all bad.Erwan RambourgNew York, NYJuly

2020

IntroductionA Big and Bright Future for LuxuryI can resist anything except temptation.Oscar

WildeCan you imagine saving up for months to buy something most people would deem

completely unnecessary? To many, perhaps most, the demand for luxury items seems

completely irrational. Products like mechanical watches or high-end jewelry are seen as

discretionary, as superfluous, and whose perceived value is completely disconnected from their

utility. Sales of personal luxury goods are forecast to reach between EUR320bn and

EUR365bn (USD349bn and USD398bn) per annum by 2025, while total sales of luxury,

including cars, dining, cruises, and hospitality, are already in excess of EUR 1.3 trillion (USD

1.4 trillion).1 How to explain the vast size and continued growth of a “superfluous” sector?I

have been involved in the luxury industry for twenty-five years, first in marketing in Paris (for

Guerlain and Christian Dior within the LVMH* group, and then for Cartier, the world’s largest

high-end jewelry brand) and for the past fifteen years with a bank, focused on corporate

strategy and equity markets. (To this day, when I tell former marketing colleagues that I was

relieved to leave marketing for a bank, they look at me funny...) Though my career has shifted

away from day-to-day marketing challenges towards a helicopter view of the industry, I have

not lost sight of the fundamental appeal that fuels the demand for luxury products. For many

wealthy consumers, “luxury” is no mere indulgence but a core priority that serves profound

needs and desires. Luxury is about belonging, culture, and meaning.* Throughout the book,

when a group’s name is underlined, you may find further information about that group in A

Guide to Luxury Goods Companies, which begins on page 236.The main goal of this book is to

explain how the luxury industry has great growth potential ahead despite the recent hiccups

and offer some predictions on the changes that will accompany that growth. Below, I will

discuss the specific demographic, structural, and cultural factors that will influence the industry

in the coming decade. Demand for luxury is bound to continue to be rock solid over the long

term and is entrenched in deep roots. While COVID-19 may have grounded travelers and

caused consumers to (rightly) prioritize immediate needs over luxury purchases in the short



term, I believe that after a dreadful 2020, the following decade could be akin to another

“Roaring Twenties” for luxury sales. The mass-luxe pyramid (see page 3) should welcome

many more consumers.In my view, the consumption of luxury is not as much correlated to

financial means as it is to a desire to prove to society that you belong. In other words, your

propensity to purchase a luxury product is more correlated to psychological elements than to

your paycheck. When you understand that, it is less surprising to hear that wealth creation has

not been the main driver for luxury consumption over the past twenty years. It is true that the

development of global capitalism has created tremendous wealth: the gap between the haves

and have-nots is widening in many nations, as measured by the Gini coefficient (a measure of

wealth inequality), and on paper, at least, wealth disparities support luxury demand. It is

important to remember, however, that luxury sales thrived in Japan in the late 1990s, in an era

of economic stagnation so severe it is now called the Lost Decade but ironically could have

been called the Luxe Decade. Of course, as one of my bosses at Cartier, the brash, larger-than-

life Bernard Fornas, liked to say: “Better nouveau riche than never rich.” But wealth is not

everything. What counts more is the psychological aspect, the feel-good factor.The Mass-Luxe

PyramidAt the base of the pyramid of luxury goods are many brands selling accessible goods

through a wide distribution network; at the top are a few brands selling exclusive goods to the

wealthier consumers through a more limited distribution network. SOURCE: Erwan

Rambourg.Wealth creation clearly supports luxury consumption, but this consumption is more

about proving a point and looking to fit in than being wealthy as such. This dynamic can be

illustrated with what may seem like a counter-example: Mark Zuckerberg, the founder of

Facebook and a notoriously wealthy individual (his net worth is estimated at more than

USD75bn as I write this), is also known for wearing the same plain gray T-shirt or hoodie every

day, a bit like Apple founder Steve Jobs with his jeans and black turtlenecks. Sure,

Zuckerberg’s tees are coming from Italian house Brunello Cucinelli, a seriously high-end ready-

to-wear company for consumers in the know. But to anyone watching the news, it is just a plain

gray T-shirt. Zuckerberg is not trying to stand out and prove to the world that he has made it; he

is, rather, attempting to do the reverse by making us believe he is just like you and me. He is

the antithesis of how luxury consumers approach brands: they may not be incredibly rich, but

they want society to know immediately that they have succeeded. Everyone knows Zuckerberg

has succeeded, so he does not have the typical luxury attitude of struggling for recognition. But

he still wants to fit in.By entering the world of luxury, you become part of the bigger story. Many

of the most successful brands were founded decades or centuries ago. There is depth in the

origin and story of brands, the relationship with the consumer, and passing the test of time. I

believe the brand identity of family-controlled spirits group Rémy Cointreau sums it up quite

well: “Terroir, people and time.” The purchase of luxury tells you where you come from, which

group you are part of, and offers an anchor, a reference point in an ever-changing world, an

illusion that you are part of a bigger story.As luxury brands and cultural milestones become

inseparable—Cartier was the jeweler of kings, Gucci and Louis Vuitton dress Hollywood greats,

Tod’s is sponsoring the rehabilitation of the Coliseum in Rome, Dior held a runway show in

Marrakech’s El Badi palace—you are also participating in the world’s culture, and in a small

way, its history. After the Notre-Dame Cathedral was partly destroyed by a fire in April 2019, the

owners of LVMH and Kering stepped forward as the major donors in an effort to rebuild this

emblematic monument. Many observers were surprised, and some in the French press even

suggested this was not the proper role of luxury conglomerates. I disagree. Many of the most

prominent brands support arts and culture via donations or foundations: Cartier has the

Fondation Cartier, a contemporary art museum created in 1984. The more recently opened



Fondation Louis Vuitton is a Frank Gehry–designed cultural center and art museum. The

Pinault Collection, founded by François Pinault, the founder of Kering (and father of François-

Henri Pinault, the current CEO), operates two superb art spaces in Venice, the Palazzo Grassi

and the Punta della Dogana. Luxury brands are natural patrons of arts and culture because

they have a similar function in society. One senior executive of an affordable luxury brand once

explained his company’s subpar growth by telling me: we are not capturing the cultural

zeitgeist. The raison d’être of luxury brands is indeed to capture the cultural zeitgeist of society

and deliver it to consumers.In reflecting on the meaning of luxury products, I often return to a

popular saying: “People may forget what you said, but they will never forget how you made

them feel.” The utility of luxury consumption ranges from fitting into society, to simply feeling

happy, empowered, or complete. That is potent. That has value. That is a big part of the reason

luxury brands become legendary. It is not just that they were created long ago. That helps for

storytelling and marketing purposes. It is more that when your parent, friend, spouse, or lover

buys you a gift or when you reward yourself for an achievement or just because you feel like it,

strong memories of those moments will endure.The next decade will see strong sales growth in

luxury. How do I know that? I could tell you that fitting in, moving ahead, and boasting of your

success are intrinsic to human nature even after the trauma of a pandemic, and so sales of

luxury will be supported forever. Or I could tell you that the CEO of the biggest luxury

conglomerate, LVMH, believes that, statistically, in a ten-year period, the group’s brands will

experience seven years of robust growth, two years of so-so trends, and one tough year,

generally in a recession, and that the latest tough year, 2020, will soon be just behind us, so

we are good to go.As this book is about predicting the future, I have taken the plunge by trying

to anticipate twenty-one changes in the luxury industry that I expect will occur in the next

decade. The first of those predictions is on page 31 (and all are collected in Twenty-One

Predictions for ’21 and Beyond, if you can’t bear the anticipation). These are based on

established trends and projections. But we all know that past performance is no guarantee of

future results, and this book is not only about looking into a crystal ball. It is also about giving

you some tangible keys to understanding the future of luxury.By examining why luxury sales

have been so strong for the past decade, we can better understand where things stand today

and be on firm ground to make some useful observations about where the next decade will

take us—and how the definition of luxury itself is about to change. And while the spread of

COVID-19 in 2020 will undoubtedly change the way consumers approach brands, it should act

as an accelerator of trends that were starting to emerge rather than a 180-degree shift.Luxury

rising: A decade of decadenceOver the past ten years, three driving forces have been behind

the growth in the sector: Chinese wealth surging, the guilt factor subsiding in the U.S., and the

“selfie generation” moving the needle. Over the next ten years, most of these drivers will

remain relevant, but some will evolve. This will redefine who the consumers are, what brands

and groups will succeed, and how they will sell products.First, the Chinese consumer has

proven to have an incredibly strong propensity to buy. The biggest growth factor in luxury for

the past ten years has been the formidable wealth creation in China. Both psychologically and

financially, Chinese consumers have done much better in the last decade and have rapidly

replaced the Japanese consumer as the main luxury shopper. The great news for luxury is that

this does not appear to be a bubble. Indeed, socioeconomic factors suggest that Chinese

consumer growth is firmly entrenched, and there is no reason to fear the market will burst. In

hindsight, 2020’s COVID-19 outbreak might be considered a short-term hurdle in an otherwise

continuous expansion, and, if anything, in the spring of 2020, the Chinese consumer became

the only relevant one for the sector as the West closed down.Second, the guilt factor is



subsiding, especially in the U.S. I’m French (nobody’s perfect), but I grew up in the U.S., a land

of wealth and opportunity where you would think the luxury sector should be supported by all

of the haves. Surprisingly, it is not that buoyant, relative to wealth, especially as compared with

the Chinese luxury market. In the U.S., luxury products have historically been frowned upon

and associated with a guilt factor, especially in the years spanning 9/ 11 and the financial crisis

of 2008–09. It’s fine to make money, this thinking goes, but any obvious display of wealth via

wearable products is either inappropriate or vulgar. Whether it is for depressing societal

reasons (the media has made citizens used to seeing death, destruction, and despair) or more

positive philosophical ones (you only live once, might as well enjoy life), U.S. consumers have

turned down guilt. Luxury products, which historically may have been frowned upon, have

become more acceptable in the U.S., and it is likely that the combination of more than a

decade of strong economic growth, a Wall Street bull run, and the ubiquity of social media

have helped create many new American luxury consumers. Luxury stores have developed in

some areas which were wealthy but guarded, such as Boston in the U.S. or Germany in

Europe, regions where wealth has developed for decades but display of wealth was seen as

culturally taboo. Things are changing fast. You are allowed to reward yourself now. It’s ok. You

don’t need to feel guilty about it. The aftermath of COVID-19 will undoubtedly rekindle some

form of subtlety in the types of purchases and product designs viewed as acceptable, with

many designs becoming minimalist, but the U.S. is still an underdeveloped market for

luxury.Third, the so-called selfie generation—technically Millennials and Gen Z—has supported

luxury demand. With the emergence of smartphones in our lives and the fact that most young

consumers spend hours browsing on social media, a “look at me” mentality has developed

quickly. Instagram or Snapchat feeds are loaded with pictures of consumers trying to prove to

their followers that they are worthy of mingling with. And the consumers who most want to fit in

are the younger ones, who seek recognition, a new job, or a membership to a club, literally or

metaphorically.Some might find the yearning for validation sad, but it’s just human nature.

Equity markets, trade tensions, and macro headwinds will fluctuate; human nature, however, is

unlikely to change. Luxury products are the ultimate purchase for people who wish to

announce that they have arrived.Redefining blingMy work places me at something of a cultural

crossroads. Working for a bank, I spend my time with equity investors but also with consumer

brand professionals. Being at the intersection of two very different worlds gives me a valuable

perspective on how the respective fields think. Luxury executives tend to get carried away by

their optimism, which is refreshing, and I think it is fair to say that many are dreamers. Without

that capacity to dream, brands would not have been as successful in this sector. As Tory Burch

put it: “If it doesn’t scare you, you’re not dreaming big enough.”2 Conversely, equity investors,

especially those in the U.S. and London, tend to be eternal pessimists, hoping for the best but

planning for the worst. The issue is not that they are a cynical bunch (though some

undoubtedly are); it is more that the risks of investing demand a thorough and critical

approach.In balancing these perspectives, it’s worth acknowledging that, theoretically at least,

the risks for the sector to lose relevance are high. Gen Z might lack interest in the space. New

entrants might come in, disrupting existing brands. Chinese consumers could stop purchasing

imported brands and go domestic. In practice, however, I believe—and will try to convince you

in this book—that the luxury industry has another formidable decade of growth ahead, as long

as brands know how to seize the opportunity. If you don’t believe me, I have included in most

chapters an interview with a CEO or expert to try to help make the point a bit more

convincingly!A part of this growth will be a shift in what luxury means, away from the bling of

the early 2000s, and its associations with tacky, loud, over-the-top ostentation. While flashy



colors and logos will come and go as a trend, the reality of luxury in the future will be one

where bling becomes the little things in your day that make it brighter. Luxury will not

necessarily be ostentatious but will encompass some product or experience that makes you

feel happy and, more importantly, special. And that should be less about products than about

values and purpose.As I venture to redefine bling in this book, I will take you through three

distinct parts to understand how the luxury sector should evolve between now and 2030. The

first part details how the consumers of luxury will change significantly over the next decade.

Mostly female, Asian, and young, these buyers are supporting increasing sales of luxury brands

—with no end in sight. Part two concerns the corporate and retailing landscape. For luxury,

scale matters substantially, and the big groups in the sector (notably, but not exclusively,

LVMH) will only get bigger. As for retailing, even though online is the fastest-growing channel

for luxury today, the future of the industry will continue to rely primarily on physical stores. In

ten years’ time, those stores will look very different, but I do not think you will necessarily have

fewer of them. The third and last part of the book explains that if consumers of luxury are

changing and the corporate structure and distribution of luxury goods is evolving, this will lead

to the definition of luxury itself shifting dramatically. Young, af fluent consumers may eschew

expensive handbags to focus on things like wellness, travel and other experiences, or art. As

these sectors gain in importance, younger consumers will also question the ways traditional

luxury items are produced and become more demanding. The emphasis on conspicuous

consumption will subside. Environmental, social, governance, and sustainability issues are not

just buzzwords anymore and could reshape the industry entirely.As the old Danish saying

goes: “It is exceedingly difficult to make predictions, particularly about the future.” Yet I believe I

have sufficient factual data and information to convince you that these predictions are not a

shallow forecast but are grounded in measurable trends. Human nature and the need to fit in is

a constant, but changing demographics, rising wealth creation, and trends in corporate

structure and spending will all fuel the evolution of luxury. Disruption is certainly coming. For

those brands and groups who embrace it, there are fantastic opportunities ahead. The industry

has no place for complacency, and the reward for evolution can be substantial.
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Hyan1215, “Insightful no nonsense book about the luxury industry. This book will give you a

sense of where the situation is likely to evolve in the coming years with concrete fact-based

examples and interviews.Easy to read, insightful, well-written, would recommend both to

industry insiders and curious outsiders.”

Dominique C., “Redefine the very meaning of luxury ... An Excellent book ..!!Do not miss this

one ...The younger generation is entering the luxury market, bringing new values and demands

that will redefine the very meaning of luxury....”

Rachel, “A must read for anyone interested in the business of luxury. A beautifully written and

intelligent book. Clearly written by one of the best analysts in the business. Erwans tone is both

informative yet approachable, clearly written for the the newcomer to the luxury industry and

the professionals alike.  A great pleasure to read indeed!”

GIRAUD, “You MUST read this book!. This book is super great. Anyone interested in luxury

goods industry should read it, be he/she a professional in the industry or simply a consumer.

Well documented, rich in interviews, and predictions ahead are simply put- no blablaIt’s the

second book of Rambourg and I really loved the clarity of the content as well as the various

data! Huge props!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A Must Read for Anyone Working in Luxury Retail. Loved the emphasis

on "harmonized retail" in a post-covid world, and full of other insightful tidbits that will help you

navigate the ongoing retail landscape.”

Serge, “An important read to capture the evolving spirit of the luxury industry. Erwan Rambourg

delivers clear and sound chapters on the main drivers of the luxury segment and what specific

categories will benefit in the next decade. A useful read for everyone involved or interested in

the luxury industry!”

Maxime, “A must read for anyone interested in the luxury industry. Erwan Rambourg has

written an excellent book that's both thought provoking and highly informative. It provides a

comprehensive and in-depth analysis illustrated by insightful and numerous examples. I highly

recommend the book.”

Catherine Stucko, “A must read for anyone in Luxury. This is a real page turner and must read

for anyone working in luxury. Erwan's take on the future is comprehensible, uplifting and

realistic.”

Mr Benjamin E Marsh, “Great insight. Superb insight into the world of luxury fashion”

anil prabhakar, “First review of Future Luxe from India. Erwan Rambourg's prediction that

LVMH super boss Bernard Arnault will dethrone Jeff Bezos to become the richest man in the



world came true on 27th May 2021 .Future Luxe is simply unputdownable. It gives the overview

of the global luxury market. Most importantly, it makes a mention of the Indian luxury market

(probably the only book on luxury to do so) with its limitations as well as future potential. Titan

company, India’s market leader in jewellery included too.There are very few authors who have

worked in all the major markets such as US, UK , Europe and Asia.Erwan is one of them. He

has worked for Richemont & LVMH is associated with HSBC. He is involved in research and

also teaches at Columbia University. The book is a ready reckoner for students as well as

professionals in the luxury domain. Future Luxe has interesting trivia, anecdotes as well facts

and figures. It is well researched and has covered the online luxe business as well as emerging

product categories such as Lab Grown Diamonds. Go Grab a copy. Its worth your time and

money. CEO interviews at the end of each chapter serves as the proverbial icing on the cake.”

JAVIER, “I have enjoyed the book a lot. Erwan Rambourg gives his vision of the future on the

luxury sector, according to the different product and service lines, always based on data,

experience, interviews with influential positions in the sector ... Very entertaining and above all,

very useful if you want to understand where is luxury going and how to deal with it.”

Ebook Tops Kunde, “Well written & researched!. The author clearly knows what he is talking

about and how to talk about it. He combines the point of view of a (former) exec in luxury

companies with the more bird's eye view of the industry of a now financial advisor in the luxury

business industry. Wee worth the read if you are interested in or work in the luxury industry.”

Paulo, “revelador e Inspirador. Insights importantes e relevantes sobre a situação de diversos

setores do universo do Luxo. Leitora obrigatória para quem atua no setor ou para quem deseja

conhecer mais sobre o Luxo. Excelente!!”

The book by Erwan Rambourg has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 104 people have provided feedback.
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